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Jade Blaydes(Jan 9,1997)
 
Born and raised in a small town. Nothing more to tell from me, the poems
explain it all.
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Anger
 
I know too much about things I'm not supposed to,
And have done things that I'm apposed to.
But I try to do better and not give in to temptation,
It's just so hard when I love the feel of the sensation!
The anger coming out, because it's got nowhere else to go.
It comes out so perfectly, better than anything I know.
I tried to hold it in, but it told me it needed out,
It overcame my discomfort, eliminated all doubt.
The freedome that it gave me, like a new pair of wings.
Feels better than anything (opposed to other things ;))  
Just lashing out for no specific reason, but because it felt right!
Don't come close to me when I'm like this, because I do bite.
 
Jade Blaydes
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Beautiful Imperfection
 
Your lips make up for your crooked eye,
Your touch so sweet, I'm not going to lie.
The connection right there, did you feel it?
Lets make a deal and a kiss to seal it.
It doesnt matter what we did in our past.
All we've got is time, so lets not move to fast.
 
Jade Blaydes
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Best Friends
 
Well you can't spell friends without ends,
You'll have different oppinions and different trends.
The memories we had no longer matter,
And do you want to know something even sadder?
You were my only support,
My very first resort.
I changed for the better good,
And I thought that you understood.
I tried to better myself,
But who was there for me? No one else.
I did good without you,
I did know everything about you.
But now, this isn't how, the best friend I knew would act.
I told the truth and that wasn't the way I thought you'd react.
We don't talk, except for the crap you talk behind my back,
About how we used to be, forgive me for getting off track.
The plans we had together, the place I took is now replaced,
A friend like 'that' is better off not getting retraced.
You are still my friend, I'm just waiting for the old you,
It's hopless I know, but I want you to realize you are hurting yourself, and you
can't rewind and redo.
 
 
    Dedicated to my friend, Kellie Brooke
 
Jade Blaydes
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Bird In A Cage
 
Tweedle dee tweetle dum
Waiting for my time to come
When they open that door
I will spread my wings and soar
Though I will visit them again
I will finally find my yen
At peace with myself and what life brings
Just so glad I have my wings
In that cage all I felt was forlorn
But out there I can be reborn
Into a world with beauty and abetting
Everything sets a pulchritudinous setting
 
Jade Blaydes
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Broken Moments
 
Some moments last forever, only in your head,
But some are wiped away when you go to bed.
The moments that affect you life the most,
Is what follows you around like a lonely ghost.
A broken heart will make you stronger.
The more you regret, will make it hurt longer.
 
Jade Blaydes
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Broken Wing
 
I cannot fly
so high in the sky
And watch all the clouds roll by
Go ahead and ask me why
 
An angel with a broken wing,
Like an angel that cannot sing.
Bandage me and fix me, so that i may fly again,
But remember, with an angel you always give in.
I want to touch those clouds another time,
But the way you love me is a crime.
So, bind me and fix me please,
Hold me close so I don't freeze.
Your heart beats so soft and calm,
Put your hand inside my palm.
Clutch it with all your might,
So, that I wont fly away tonight.
One night on earth will not hurt.
Hold me closer for my time is curt.
 
- This angel, soon after this event, died, again, of a broken heart.
So, sad that her loved one could not go with and feel the way she felt.
Time is short. But love will last forever. Everyone dies. Not everyone dies
together, but no one dies alone.
 
Jade Blaydes
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Brother Dearest
 
You told me not to cry
You taught me how to fly
you said that on you I always could rely
brother why did you have to lie
I thought you'd stick around
But you got lost in the crowd
I cannot find you now
When I'm feeling down
So, take me by the hand
And try to understand
I need you here with me
That way you can see
All that I am meant to be
That I have found the key
Though others may disagree 
So, listen to me as I speak
I've found the answers that you seek
I have found my Peace of mind
That missing peace I couldn't find
It was not in drugs or alcohol
It was learning how to stand tall
I no longer need things to numb the pain
But a head held high as I stand in the rain
 
Jade Blaydes
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But Then It Rains
 
When I feel like there's nothing more to lose
I get mud on my favorite shoes
When I think nothing more can go wrong
I mess up on my favorite song
I try to help myself up, but then I fall
So I decide to end it all
 
But then it rains and washes it all away
It's like a rainbow at the beginning of the day
My tears turn into drops of rain
Then it washes away along with the pain
I'm whole again, thank you old friend
I hope our friendship will never end
 
Jade Blaydes
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Change Is
 
Change is scary, change is exciting.
It is repulsive and it's inviting.
Change is something made by you and yourself.
Change is the one thing thats not made by everyone else.
Change is something that starts with you,
And when all hope is lost, there is nothing else to do.
Change is not from everyone arround,
It's not somthing that can make a sound.
It is what you can feel,
The only thing that is real.
Change is there and ready for the taking,
And it all starts with the desitions you are making.
 
Jade Blaydes
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Clowns
 
&lt;/&gt;Clowns Are Scary to me
Look in my past and you will see
Clowns clowns everywhere
Please don't ask if you don't care
Yes, this is a weird thing to fear
But then again you've never had one rip off your ear! ! !
 
Jade Blaydes
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Crazy
 
It's crazy how things end up the way you'd never imagine.
The things you never did and people say you got 'dragged in'.
When those people just THINK that they know it all,
While they're the ones that can't stand up, instead they crawl.
They don't know the mental stage I'm in today,
Even if they did, what's it to them anyway?
They have'nt been there with me on my road,
When everything in my life has found a way to explode.
All of my dreams shattered because of drugs.
Watching my best friends turn into thugs.
Partying thier lives away, too young to know,
That is the beginning of how they will go.
Popping pills and living everyday like it's thier last.
By the time they notice, Thier chance would've already past.
So here's to all of those, who did all they couldn't do,
Drink up that apple juice, because this ones for you!
 
Jade Blaydes
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Crushing On You
 
I think I like you alot
You're really cute and super hot
I like all of the things about you
I like the little things you do
Thinking you'll laugh but you smile instead
You smile at me and my face turns red
Wanting to talk to you, not sure what to say
And too shy to do so, until yeaterday
I told you that you were cute as we walked
Not sure what you said, just glad you talked
We went our separate ways as you smiled
When you look at me now you act like a child
Smile like you don't know what to do
Just go ahead and try somthing new
 
Jade Blaydes
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Daddy's Voice
 
Daddy's voice told me that things would be alright
When he tucked me in on his last night
Little did I know of the futures fatal secret
Remembering in that moment all that I regret
I need to hear my daddy's voice again
Maybe I will but only God knows when
Mom can never tuck me in like daddy did
He has done it ever since I was a kid
And for him to go not ready for good-bye
The thought just makes me want to cry
He can't reach me from way up in the sky
Not even with his wings which with the angels fly
But maybe when I go to his home
He can show me the places he has flown
Wrap me in those wings of his and never let me go
Sing to me and hum the parts he doesnt know
To Not let go of all that I have
And spend no more time on being sad
Daddy's voice helps me feel happy
His voice plays a luliby, no matter how sappy
I love that man to no end
He is my dad but he's my best friend
So, I'll see him on the other side of heavans gate
And I know that he'll be there not a minute too late
 
Jade Blaydes
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Darkness Into Light
 
To fade into darkness
Darkness to fade into
Into the light again
Again into the light
The Demons I shall fight
They will not win
Not again
Not going back
I'll pick up my slack
 
Jade Blaydes
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Dear God,
 
Before I lay my head to sleep
I pray my heart and soul to keep
Renew and refresh so that I may be new
Give me your word in all that I do
Keep my mind from evil deeds
Listen to all of my pleads
Dear Lord, please help my family as well
I know you save those from Hell
Please help them understand why you're here
Let out their worries in one single tear
Let them know I love them with all of my heart
Help them to understand why we are apart
 
Jade Blaydes
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Death
 
I've got a date set up for Saturday night.
Kissing it sweetly with my razorblade,
Almost touching the other side.
Tasting it's poison on my toung.
Smelling the fires of hell,
Waiting for the flames to lick my skin,
And the pain to kiss me with all of it's passion.
Knowing that this beautiful moment won't last.
Wishing and hoping to schedule another time to meet my lovely death,
Expecting it to eventualy last longer.
Wondering if anyone will show me the love that my death has.
Forgetting just how hot hell is,
until my next visit.
Wanting to know if I can somehow feel that heat
And possibly make it last forever.
 
Jade Blaydes
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Different
 
I know my mind has changed, from the way it used to be.
Hoping and wish that other could only see,
I'm not the same person that I was before.
Reality has changed me, and opened up a door,
That let in a light, through the darkness I was in.
Showing me just who I really was again,
Proving to me, that I am stronger than my addiction,
And that to get it out of my life, was my desition.
No one else could make me
Put that ciggarett out or put the bottle down.
Friends can try but in the end,
I am the only one that will be arround.
 
Jade Blaydes
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Don'T Give A Shit
 
Does it matter here or there?
Does anyone really f***ing care?
Hell no! Your words don't mean shit.
If it's broken, then just fix it!
Don't just stand there and wait,
Expect the worst and don't underestimate.
For all you know, today could dissapear.
It's your life so save your own rear.
Save your ass, because no one else gives a F***!
You're better off with just you and your truck.
So, don't wait you whole life to be saved,
Maybe you would have lived if you'd have behaved.
 
Jade Blaydes
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Driving Through Life
 
Taking life on with both hands on the wheel
Not sure where to go or how I will feel
Using my faith as a GPS
Typed in destination, Happiness
Hoping it will guide me into the right direction
Overcoming each and every intersection
Trusting my heart will lead me down the right road
Knowing the right one is still bound for an episode
But still believing I can make my way through it
I know deep down in my soul that I can do it
 
Jade Blaydes
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Dumb B****
 
You walk arrond thinking you know what your talking about.
You think you're always right, and that there is no doubt.
Well, you don't know anything, at all, what so ever.
Will I let you get to me? PSHH, no, never.
All you are and ever will be is a dumb b****.
You try to get under my skin, try to make me itch.
Too bad that you don't affect me that way.
You just make me srtonger everyday.
It's a good thing that you are my hater,
And that makes you my motivater!
 
Jade Blaydes
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Everyday I Die
 
The feelings that I had, no longer show
I would tell you about myself, but I guess you already know.
The voices in your head have already told you.
How was my day? ha! I thought that you knew?
Am I going to kill myself? I die everyday,
And even if I do, why should you care anyway?
The only reason would be because of you and your actions
And aren't you late for your little Transactions?
And how I am such a bad person and don't deserve a life?
Hey, you've stabbed someone else, you should sanitize that knife!
Gosh, don't you even care? I could get an infection and die.
Hold on, let me go so I can clean this off, and cry.
Here would you like a better aim? Let me let you get my good side.
No, it's okay, it won't hurt! Not even my dead pride.
It's alright because the more you stab me, the worse your death will hurt.
It's not too late you can go ahead and revert!
 
Jade Blaydes
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F*** The World
 
Watching this world go to hell,
I shrug my shoulders like, 'Oh well'
F*** the world it f***ing sucks
The only thing good is the ducks
Other than that it can suck a d***
This whole world has gotten sick
With a disease called 'slacking'
While the earth beneath us is cracking
Falling apart, but yall don't care do you?
Watching it happen, when your life goes to skrew you
Kill them all is what I say
This is thier fault, so make them pay!
 
Jade Blaydes
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Falling
 
Falling down, still not hitting the ground.
Faith, somewhere near but too scared to make a sound.
Hope, lost in the days we can no loger depend.
Pride, still standing there, ready to defend
Sadly, pride won't help much when I'm falling.
When I hit the ground, will I have the strength to start crawling?
If I don't, will I ever walk again on my own?
My heart seems to have broken. Do you have one you can loan?
Though when I'm falling is the only time I feel free.
But when I get to the bottom, will you be there to catch me?
 
Jade Blaydes
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Father I Cry To
 
He died on the cross, to save us from sin.
Many doubted him, yet he never gave in.
Full of faith, even on the verge of death.
And still that faith showed in his very last breath.
'Forgive them father for they do not know'
When he died, hearts filled with pain and sorrow.
Would you take the nails from his feet and hands?
Would you rush over, just to help him stand?
Because I know he would if it were one of us.
Thank you God, for sending your son Jesus!
For save my soul once again,
From the evil I fight within.
Let it not show in the things that I do,
Cleanse my spirit, and open my mind, father I cry to.
Forgive all those who don't know your Holy name.
Please help them with all of the struggles and pain.
 
Jade Blaydes
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Fathers Song
 
Your father sings from Heaven and sends his song to you
Showing you where to go, helping you on what to do.
He tells you that he's sorry, and that he loves you dear,
That he's tell you the right thing to do, if he were here.
Mistakes are whet make men what they are to this day,
And the bad decisions that you make, he woudnt have any other way.
Regret is never the answer, and love is what you need.
It's better to show a giving heart than greed.
I've been waching you closely and I thank you my son,
For liveing in the preasent, letting go what has been done.
The road is tough, but it's not always long.
Yu may not get it right, but you will never get it wrong.
Try your hardest and do your best,
Respect the heart inside your chest.
Give honnor to your name,
Don't play the devils game.
Love her with all of your strength,
Show her you'll go to any length,
Keep her in your arms and give her all your love,
Prive to her that  she's the only one you're thinking of.
Show God that you are worthy of entering his gate,
Even if you fix things, a little bit too late,
And when you get here I'll be waiting for you.
So open your mind, and to your heart be true.
It's a hard life, but you've got to be strong,
That my son, Is your fathers song.
 
Jade Blaydes
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Fighting
 
Fighting for your freedom
Fighting for your right
Fighting for the morning
And fighting for the night
 
Fighting with your mother
And fighting with your dad
Not knowing all your life
That they're all you ever had
 
When they're gone and you're on your own
Remember that you'll never be alone
 
Jade Blaydes
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Finding Someone
 
Finding someone to love,
finding someone to hold.
Trying for the toughest,
lost and in the cold.
Waiting for someones heart,
to be held open wide.
To have a brandnew start.
And someone at your side.
Not knowing where to go,
Not knowing where you stand.
Wishing someone was there,
someone to hold your hand.
Someone to have your back,
when you get in fights.
Someone to keep you on track,
Just someone to hold at night.
 
Jade Blaydes
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Flying With Love
 
Trying to hold on so I don't slip
Yet I still go and lose my grip
I expected it to hurt, much to my surprise
I was caught by those beautiful blue eyes
Looking deeply into those eyes so true
With wonder if this love is true
Though I hope it is with all of my heart
I pray on the day that we are to part
That who-ever is the first to go
The other will definitely know;
There is not a single mistake
In all of those that God must take
 
Jade Blaydes
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Forgiving
 
Forgiving takes the weight off your heart.
It's a new beginning, it's a brandnew start.
There's nothing you can do about thier mistakes.
And forgiving them is all that it takes.
Forgive and then move on to the next step,
All there is to it, is just forgive and forget.
 
Jade Blaydes
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Funny Life
 
It is hard to share death dead in the eyes,
When his face just makes you want to laugh.
We should paint his face in a portrait
then name it after him on his behalf.
It's fun to take a serious thing and make it fun
There is nothing better you can do.
When you are having a shitty day
And everything bad happens to you,
Don't look at life as being a jerk
look at it as if it has a sence of humor.
That is how you can get through it
And that is how you can do more.
People think too offten about things they can't fix
Well for me, I laugh at those things till I pee my jeans.
What is reality anyways? 'Nothing but a collective hunch'
In the words of Jane. Anyone even know what it means?
I doubt that even if you did you couldnt explain it
You couldnt make me believe it anyway.
So, stop worrying about tommarow
And just live for today.
There is no way that you can change your past,
You have to make it fun so that you won't want to.
Don't cry when life gets you down
The only thing that you can do is push yourself to
smile through.
Life isnt a good thing to waste
So, you can't waste it.
How can you get drunk on life,
If you never get to taste it?
 
Jade Blaydes
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Getting There
 
Sitting here windering when my life will start
Knowing that deep down I really have a heart
Yet doubting what I know, cause I am not sure
Getting what I need, but wanting something more
This emptiness I feel, makes me think I need someone
To help me though the things in life that are coming undone
Not paying much attention to the mistakes of my past
Hoping change will come, and hoping it will be here fast
 
Jade Blaydes
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Go Ducks!
 
Ducks are fast and ducks will win,
Once you're a duck, you're not human again,
You are a football machine,
You learn how to bite back, and get mean!
And once you quack,
You never go back!
 
Jade Blaydes
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Gone
 
All hope for humanity, gone
Faith to change that, strong
Thoughts of suicide, gone
I'm always right, wrong
You leaving me here, heartbreaking
The steps I took, retaking
Why I want to be here, still thinking
The relationship we have, sinking
Do you think of me, I hope
Do I hate you for leaving, nope
The road we've traveled, long
A piece of me, gone
With you on your journey
When you get there wait for me.
 
       I'm going to miss you bro
       But part of love is letting go
 
Jade Blaydes
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Gracias
 
He olvidado lo que se siente para sonreír
Me recordaste cómo
No sabía que todavía podía reír
Pero sé que puedo ahora
Me entero de algo nuevo acerca de mí
Cada vez que estás cerca
Tú me ayudaste a encontrar mi voz
Cuando pensaba que no podía hacer un sonido
Gracias, por estar ahí para mí.
 
Jade Blaydes
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Great
 
I'm scared to feel this great,
I'm worried about my mind state.
I shouldnt be this happy without drugs,
I get this high just from hugs.
Love makes me a happy girl,
I just love the whole wide world,
Even the people i hated before.
But not enough love for the beavers to score. =p
 
Jade Blaydes
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Hate
 
&lt;/&gt;Do I really understand this pain?
Or am I just going insane?
Leaving this world without a word,
Without a will? That's just absurd.
Forgetting a friend, not having a fear,
Sadness, without shedding a single tear,
Losing a best friend, but not caring at all.
These are the reasons that you fall.
All of that hate is weighing you down,
The weight on your smile makes it a frown.
Saying 'I love you.' but not know the meaning.
Like a horrible pain, and you can't help but screaming,
But no one can hear you,
And nobodies near you.
You struggle to break free from these bonds,
You ask the world 'why! ', but no one responds.
 
Jade Blaydes
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He Is
 
He is there when I'm not there for him
He is bright when my light is dim
Takes all the bad that I've done
Understanding them he sets them in the sun
Warming up what once was cold
His gentle hands now mine to hold
His lips are mine to kiss
His heart is mine to miss
 
Jade Blaydes
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Head Held High
 
I used to walk with my head down
Never smile and always frown
Not talk to anyone at school
Getting treated like a fool
But not today I don't
I know you think that I won't
I will do it until I die
Stand up straight, with my head held high
 
Jade Blaydes
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Hearts
 
Why you feel so high when you're in love
Is because your heart is there's
And when your heart feels heavy
That's when they give it back
You get so used to not always having it
That you forget how much it weighs you down
Forgetting all you felt
Because of being blinded by love
Then getting it all back
Not ready for what hits you
You try to make it feel not so heavy
But it's always going to weigh the same
You just have to get used to the weight
Because It's better to feel the weight and not want it
Then to not feel anything at all
 
Jade Blaydes
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Here
 
I've been living in the dark for so long now
I tried to help myself up but I fell down
So here is were I sit alone
It's much too cold to be a home
Here is as dark as dark can be
This is were I'll stay
Because it's were I know I'm free
 
Jade Blaydes
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Hurt
 
Hurt by the words you said,
Knowing that I'm better off dead.
Wanting it to happen soon,
Wishing on the sarts and the moon.
 
Jade Blaydes
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I Am The One
 
I am the one that stood by your side
I watched over you and held you as you cried
I am the one you turned to when things werent going right
Throwing all of your problems far out of sight
I am the one you looked for
When your hopes went out the door
I am the one that helped you get them back
I chased them down and I kept track
I am the one whos name you screamed
I am the one that told you it wasnt as bad as it seemed
But you are the one that makes everything right
You are the one who wills me as I fight
My scars have no reason without you
Because a best friend will always stay true
You are the reason I must go on
When you are here my worries are gone
I helped you as you helped me
We are as close as close can be
 
Jade Blaydes
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I Can'T Believe You'Re My Mom!
 
A knife straight through the heart,
Is What it felt like to me.
When I told you the truth,
I thought you'd understand. Why couldn't you see,
I trusted you with all I was worth,
with all of my dreams.
I thought that I could trust you!
But not everything is always what it seems.
You used to be on my side,
But now you're on his.
Now you act like it doesn't matter,
like we're not even your kids.
You told me that you cared,
You said that you'd be there.
How can you lie straight to my face? !
You said that you'd believe me!
But when I was lost and confused in the dark,
You weren't there to retrieve me.
So, there I was in the dark, alone,
And where were you? At home, getting stoned!
Now I know that you don't care,
Because when I was lost, YOU WEREN'T there!
 
Jade Blaydes
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I Don'T Know
 
I don't know what to do,
I don't know what to feel.
Is this just a crush?
Or is it something real?
When we kissed, I felt,
I'm not exactly sure.
I wasn't certain if I was Falling,
or if I was ready to soar.
So, listen to my heart,
to what it has to say.
How do YOU fell when we're apart?
Do you feel the same way?
I wish that I could talk to you,
Even if it's just one time.
I wish that I knew what to do.
 
Jade Blaydes
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Killing Someone
 
Have you ever killed somebody with just an apple core?
Or maybe accidently slammed their head in a car door?
Well, neither have I
But I'm willing to try
Only if I don't like them at all
I'll bash their head into a concrete wall
I usually don't do the killings myself
I make up the idea, leave the killing to someone else
There's no law against it, as far as I know
I just like sitting back and enjoying the show
It's a beautiful thing to set an idea into play
Waking up the next morning feeling a whole new way
Confusion, accomplishment and maybe a little depression
Anxiety, regret and if you're anything like me, some by-passive aggression
 
Jade Blaydes
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Killjoy
 
My fun came to a stop
Once I heard that lousy cop
I was dizzy and couldn't see
But oh man did he see me
Stumbling to the ground
He did not make a sound
Just looked at me with eyes so dumb
And broke the silence with a, 'can I have some? '
It was a bunch of chronic shit
But not when he was done with it
The bag lay on the ground, so empty
'So, you're letting me go? ' 'Boy don't tempt me? '
His eyes burnt red mine just glazed
When he turned me in I was amazed
He said that I was high as can be
That's the last time I share with a cop for free!
 
Jade Blaydes
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Last Night
 
&lt;/&gt;People always say I'm blue
But I say they've got no clue
I'm happy inside my head
Because were I slept last night...
wasn't MY bed!
You know that guy that you said you love?
Hehe, well lets just say, it's not you he's dreaming of!
 
Jade Blaydes
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Letter To A Loved One
 
&lt;/&gt;Spread my wings and fly away,
I'll be back another day.
Don't cry, I will see you again.
And baby I can't wait till then.
I will be in your arms once more,
But right now's my time to soar.
We'll be together again someday,
Right now though I must say,
'Try your hardest, do your best.
Always try to pass his test.
One day we will be together,
And when we are, it'll be forever.'
&lt;3
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Little Monsters
 
The little monsters dwell inside
They don't try to run or hide
They just play their little games
They even have their little names
There's Greed, Jealousy, Anger and Joe
Jealousy is the one who has to know
Greed is good at hiding things
Then there's Joe, he sings
About how Anger is a jerk
They don't get along but they  make it work
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Look Away
 
&lt;/&gt;People staring here and there
I really should'nt but I care
Why are they looking at me?
I kind of wish that I could see
What is going on here?
I try to hold it in but there goes my tear
There  OUT OF MY HEAD! ! !
Now is the time that I wish I was dead
STOP LAUGHING AT ME! ! ! Just leave me alone
'If you have a problem, then just throw a stone'
I can't believe that I just said that
STOP STARING AT ME, I KNOW I'M FAT! ! !
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Lost In Thought
 
Thinking about thoughts inside of my head.
If I weren't here, would I be there instead?
But if I was there, would my mind still be here?
Maybe if I was over there, my thoughts would be more clear.
If my minds not clear, does that mean it has clouds?
And when the sun peeks through, will it draw some crowds?
Even if it does know how to draw, it won't help me figure this out.
But if it does know what to do, does it really need to shout?
The shouting makes my head hurt, so it's hard to think at all.
And even though I'm short, I can still be tall.
To midgets I'm tall, and to ants, I'm large.
If a bull doesn't have a credit card, can't it still chanrge?
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Love Means Nothing
 
&lt;/&gt;The word love means nothing to me
If I could show you then you would see
Love is just something that takes things away
It uses us each and every day
If there was no love we would not cry
When a friend or family member die
Love takes everything in the end
For what? To loose a family member, lover, or friend
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Love Stinks Big Time
 
&lt;/&gt;Love plays a big part
It comes from within the soul and heart
'I love this girl' said a man to his friend
'You don't know what love is, don't even pretend'
Said the friend to the man
'You're way too young to understand'
'Oh yeah, love is great, until you lose it all,
Just like flying is fun until you fall.
I lost my family, and love made it hard.
So love isn't easy, don't even play that card.'
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Marines
 
Marines are proud
Marines are tough
You mess with us
We'll kick your butt
We live to protect you
Whatever you can think of
The Marines can do
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Miss You Not
 
Just watching you walk away
Not quite sure what to say
I never thought I'd see the day
That you and I were'nt okay
I had the best intended
No need to get offended
But honestly, it's your loss
You thought that you were, ' the Boss'
You can't control everything I do
It wasn't always all about you
I had friends and lost them now
You said they were the, 'wrong crowd'
You were insecure so I had to be
You damaged me where no one can see
The weight of that landed on me
My heart is no longer free
Weighed down by the arrows of lust
I can't go on, but I must
The peices of you blow away like dust
No room for friends, loyalty, or trust
But compact with 'smaller things'
Ignoring all your aches and pains
Forgetting the things we laughed about
Living your whole life in doubt
Missing me with that oh, so small heart
Me moving on because we're apart
I know you think that I still miss you
That I just can't wait to kiss you
If that was the case I would be with you
But now-a-days, I have better things to do
I couldn't see me without you before
But now I've walked through the right door
And ended up in the right spot
My flower pedles have ended so I'll miss you not
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Murder
 
&lt;/&gt;Why do this, why do that
I don't care as a matter of fact
I will just kill you now
Stab you and watch you go down
Maybe stab you a few more times
Whats a few more murders, whats a few more crimes
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My Dreams
 
My past haunts me through my dreams.
There're filled with fire and tortured screams,
Deformed memories of the the things I can't undo,
And horrible thoughts of what I used to do.
Things I cannot run from, because their everywhere.
The temptations of the devil, rejection, and his glare.
Secrets I can't tell, cause even I don't know.
A black box, for some reason, I cannot let go.
I've never seen what's inside,
But if I did, I might have cried.
My brother on drugs stabs himself,
Without warning.
Waking up, not sure how I feel
in the morning.
Wanting so bad to call him,
To see if he's alright,
All because of the worries
I have late at night.
When my mind doesn't know
It makes up crazy things.
So, I sit and I pray for good dreams,
While the angel in my head sings.
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My Happily Ever After
 
Prince Charming ended up with the enemy
Me ending up with his brother, felt alright to me
Though the family reunions, we don't mention those
Oh, the happy ending that I chose!
Cinderella said ' my life is gold compared to yours! '
I said 'Shut up Cinderella and go sweep the floors.'
Snow White said 'Your life must suck! '
So, I said ' You live with 7 en and you don't even make a buck! '
Sleeping Beauty said 'Your story needs work on the happy part'
'Why thank you Sleeping Beauty, Bless your heart'
Then I just broke into laughter,
'At least I wasn't asleep for my happily ever after! '
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My Heart And All It's Pieces
 
If only my heart could pick up the pieces
Maybe they would stay if I put concrete in the creases
The heart burn will burn the thread if I sow it
And staples won't work I just know it
How do I mend this sad broken heart
Cupid didn't use an arrow he used a dart
Drew a bulls eye straight for the middle
Solving this problem like solving a riddle
Clues are given a time is set
You try and see how far you get
The answer was in front of you the whole time
Cause when it's broken, is when it's in its prime
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New Opportunities
 
Tomorrow is a brand new day
And even if the sky is grey
I'll shine with my smile so bright
Guiding everyone with my light
Now meant to follow but born to lead
Knowing we all feel pain and we all bleed
This new opportunity God has given to me
Is what I'm meant to do, who I'm meant to be
Understanding life throws many curve balls
Not letting them affect me though it shakes my walls
Waiting for the walls to come down
Trusting that I will stand my ground
Go ahead and hit me I know how much I can take
But when you run out of things to throw,
now that is your mistake
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Nobody Knows
 
&lt;/&gt;Nobody knows the pain
The pain I feel inside
It's something so unbearable
It makes you run and hide
The razor sharp burn
So much deeper than skin
This child will never learn
Mistakes are a part of life
They are no big deal
Its living with the hate and strife
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Not Really
 
I lie about everything, and steel from eveywhere
I'm such a wimp, I don't like truth or dare
I'm scared of water 'cause I can't swim
Your lies don't make me brim
I wish I had a unicorn, because they ARE real
Say whatever you want because I can't feel
I don't fart after I eat chili
Wow, did you believe that? Really?
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Only One
 
It's funny how only one breath can keep you going,
One simple thought can keep you knowing.
Only one heart powers us all of our lives.
One hurtful word can feel like a million knives,
Cutting so deep, you can't stop the bleeding.
Only one breath left, but I keep on reading.
Only one star left, yet I keep on dreaming,
Only one breath left and with it I'm screaming.
With that one breath, I am alive,
And my last word will bring a tear to your eye.
There are things in life that you will regret,
No matter how bad you want to forget,
That one heartbreak that made you stronger,
With that one tear that kept tugging and hurt longer.
See that one peice of advice that kept you away from danger.
Silly that the one that affected you the most was a stranger.
That one angel that helped you time and time again,
Who warned you, you were going to die but never told you when.
So, you try to make that one change,
Organize your priorities, just try to rearange.
You only have one life, so live it right,
And it could be that you may only have one night.
You only need love for all to be set to rest.
If you died trying, at least you did your best.
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Oops
 
I think i killed him, but i'm not sure.
I kind of bashed him dead a few times in my door.
It was an accident, well i didnt think he'd die.
The sad part is i'm not able to cry,
I think it's because i don't regret it.
What was him name again? Hmm, forget it,
It doesnt matter hes dead anyway.
Hey did you read the news today?
I heard that some chick abused her dog, isnt that so sad?
Oh man, i hope he wasnt anyones dad,
Then i would kind of feel bad.
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Our Love
 
&lt;/&gt;Falling, falling deeply for you.
Are you falling for me too?
When we're apart I'm so confused.
With other guys I just feel used.
They say I'm just a good time,
And if that's how they feel, then fine.
But with you I'm so much more.
I feel so free, like I can soar,
Wings spread open wider than ever.
Will I give up on us? Never.
Not until my heart is shattered.
You can't act like I never mattered.
I know you wouldn't want to anyway,
And I can't wait until you say,
'I love you', and not take it back,
See want I have and not what I lac.
Lift me up, cause you can't take me down.
Say what you mean without making a sound.
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Please Help
 
I don't know what to do
Lord please help me through
The moves I have to make
The steps I have to take
Dry the tears upon my face
Guide me to the right place
Let me know when I'm wrong
Teach me how to be strong
I want my family fighting on one side
If only I could fix it with the tears I've cried
God I know I ask so much
On forgiveness, guidance and such
But I can't do this on my own
Please help me feel at home
I don't want to worry anymore
On what tomorrow has in store
If only I could enjoy life's gifts
Without taking all of the risks
I feel as if I'll never win
Please Lord help me again
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Pulling The Trigger
 
Putting thegun up to my temple
Holding it there as my hands tremble
Thinking if it's a pro or a con
My reasoning has been long gone
Wishing someone could understand
I broke the hourglass that held my sand
Pulling the trigger would not be so bad
And none of you would even be sad
My time is up, no time for good-byes
Standing there watching as my mother cries
Looking at my body just wondering why
Not remembering why I wanted to die
Angels are nowhere to be seen here
Now that my desission is clear
Reasons to stay overpower why not
Noww the darkness is all that I've got
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Ready To Move On
 
I understand my results,
I excepted all of my faults.
I'm no longer haunted by my past,
I know this pain, won't always last.
My troubles are nowhere to be found.
My enemies no longer keep me down.
Making my way on a different road.
Knowing an opiphany will soon eroad.
Expecting the worst, while doing my best.
Listening to the heart beat inside my chest.
It's so quiet, yet I am not alone,
Searching for that place, that I call home.
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Rejected
 
&lt;/&gt;People call me all the names
I won't play they're stupid games
And so I stand all by myself
Only me and no one else
It's not as bad as you would think
Exept for the bullies, they all stink
But still I stand here unaffected
Even when I feel rejected
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Remember What Love Is
 
&lt;/&gt;This soulless girl
Does not care about the world
Is stuck in this place
Not wanting to go out with grace
As she sits tormenting all around
Most people wishing she was dead in the ground
What people don't know is this
Shes just trying to remember what love is
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Roads
 
Many words have been spoken
Many promises said were broken
I try to understand why I still cry
All though the truth is hard to deny
So many secrets bottled up inside
I ignored all that you have replied
Too scared to face the fact of being alone
Knowing that your words were not set in stone
Still going down the same road as before
Looking for options and not scared to explore
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Scars
 
&lt;/&gt;A broken heart with a broken smile
An extra love with an extra mile
If love doesn't last forever
Then why should we be together
And if everyone is different
Then aren't we all the same?
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Scooby Doo Is Awesome
 
'Rooby, Rooby, Roooo! ! ! '
There goes Scooby Doo
He's a cool talking dog
He has his own blog
He wants a Scooby Snack
There's a black spot on his back
He's way cooler than everyone
He's the kind of dog that can have some fun
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Senior Year
 
Something
Else
Nobody
Is
Overwrought
Relatively
 
You've
Endured
Another
Rapture
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Set To Rest
 
If I died tonight
Would you lay down your head and cry?
Would you look at the mistakes I've made
And think to yourself, 'this is a fair trade'?
If I went to Heavan, would you still pray for me?
Because only you saw all that I could be.
Only you saw me in my true form,
Looking through the rain, and dealing with the storm.
The lightming did'nt scare you,
You are in it because I dared you.
The thunder that was heard overhead,
You heard angels sing instead.
You watched over me as I slept,
As I watched over you when you wept.
Do not worry I am home free,
Now here is a quote from ICP,
'When I die show no pitty
Send my soul to Juggalo city
Bury me under six feet deep
And lay two matches at my feet
Put two hatchets on my chest
And tell my homies I did my best! '
These words are how I feel
And I hope that they can help you deal.
All the hurt you feel right now,
Is sent to me, above the clouds.
The rain you feel on your face
Has a bit of a salty taste.
It is a tear from me to you
Because I know, you did all you could do.
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Sharing My Heart
 
Pieces of my heart lie shattered in my past,
With the ones who told me, their love would always last.
Only to be let down and feel like they don't even care.
They think that they know me, when really they were never accualy there.
But, I do still love them, each has a little bit of my heart,
That way they can know, with evey end, there waits a beautiful start.
And if they throw that piece away,
Well, I guess that tha's okay.
Though I would appreciate it if they would recycle, that way I can give it to
someone that will earn it,
Instead of someone that would instead burn it.
Sharing my heart wasn't easy you know,
It was hard to let each of those pieces go.
Now there is not much left to it,
The hardest part was to have lived through it.
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Silly Kids Tricks Are For Rabits
 
&lt;/&gt;Look for a love that has never shown
Inside a place that is unknown
A colorful picture of white and gray
Someone close but too far away
 
You can't really kick these habits
Silly kids tricks are for rabits
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Somtheing New
 
Going to do something new
Despite all of things I've been through
Turning a new leafe
Disregaurding my beliefes
Waiting for the one
That will make life more fun
Wait for those arms of his
To get wrapped in and feel his kiss
The air we breath to be shared
For our Love once more to be declared
That one piece that will make me whole
Waiting to try not to loose control
Then seeing him and the rush I feel
Just knowing that what I'm feeling is real
But too scared to get hurt, that I start pulling away
You keep asking me over and over if I'm okay
I can't lie to you anymore
My heart gets so heavy that it hits the floor
I love you but I don't know
I want to learn to let you go
For my heart needs to be kept in one piece
Not wanting our time to decrease
But seeing you is more than a crush
Setting my mind to rest with a hush
If my heart gets broken in the taking
There is only hope to be beauty in the braking
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Sorry Devil
 
I hear the devil whisper in my ear,
'You had such potential'
sorry devil you weren't that influential
'Too bad your sweet smell,
Will of course  be missed in hell'
Yeah well I changed,
My priorities have been rearranged.
Evil has been put is my passed.
'Too bad I liked the way you sassed'
Yeah but that wasn't me, it was you.
'So, what I'm the devil! What do you expect me to do? '
Well, I guess this is good-bye.
'Oh, don't say that. I'll see you when you die! '
No, you won't I have changed! And I meant it!
'It's in your blood! There is nothing you can do to prevent it! '
That's where you're wrong devil, I have God now!
'That will change, and in the end, you will go down! '
Well, I believe in him, and he believes in me!
You're just mad because you had that love but you didn't see,
All that God wanted you to be.
And now that you don't have that love,
You make your way though as you push and shove.
Trying to make your way to his heart again,
but what you don't understand, is that's not the way to get in.
Don't let him down and do good,
And that is what you never understood.
      The devil just stood there, speechless. Never had he been defeated by a girl,
with wisdom beyond even his years. The power of God's words can beat the devil
in a heartbeat. Just remember to stay in the path that God has set for you, and
the devil, will never hurt you again.
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Sorry, I Guess
 
Rotten, me?
How can that be?
I just like to make a little trouble
I didn't mean to burst your bubble
It was just in my way
It was an accident what else can I say?
And I'm sorry I tripped and bit you too
You were in my way, what else was I to do?
Sit and wait as you took your sweet time?
Jeez, you act like I committed a crime!
So, I guess I'm sorry for whatever I did
To make you throw a fit just like a kid
Grow up a little and stop being a brat
That way I don't have to pull another
'Oops, did I do that? '
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Spanish Class Blues (Liquor Store Blues Parody)
 
I'm sittin' in this Spanish class
Tryin' just to learn it fast
Cause I got a test commin' up
And if I don't
Hurry up and take these notes
I'm gonna have to try and sum it up
 
  Chorus
This class has to get me somewhere
Cause I've got too much to lose
If I fail this class then it's not fair
This is me and my Spanish class blues
I'll take one book for my grades
Some notes for tomorrow
Get caught up today
I'll pass that class, Comprendo
 
I've been slackin' all year
I wanna get up outa here
Cause I need to graduate
Hablo mucho espanol
Yeah, this girl is on a roll
Looks like I'm stayin' up late
 
(Chorus)
 
Porque no tengo inteligentes
Y no tango mis lentes
Perque no quiero mirrar viejo
I don't know what I just said
And my face is gettin' red
Sayin' stuff that I don't know
 
(Chorus 2x)
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Stay With Me
 
&lt;/&gt;Refilling the memories of you in my head
I want to cry so I smile instead
Forgetting is hard for me to do
When all I can think about is you
So stay inside these arms of mine
And I promise you it'll be just fine
Don't leave me here all alone
Because your arms are my only home
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Stranger
 
His name was unknown
No ammotion to be shown
Who was he? Why was he here?
The signs he sent were so unclear.
How did he get my name?
Finding out nothing will be the same.
'Meet me outback' he said in a friendly voice.
I didnt want to, but did I have a choice?
A dark alley behind the store,
Is where he kissed me, but wanted more.
I needed to scream but he had my toung,
I tried to pull away, my throat stung.
He pulled me, and held me tighter.
But Ididnt give up. I am a fighter!
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Stronger
 
Been down so long,
It made me strong.
You kicked me when I was down,
yet still I did not make a sound.
I pray and pray for it to stop.
How does it feel to be on top?
I want to know what  it's like to win,
And now that I do, you won't again.
If you can feel your legs when I'm done,
Then lets hope you have the strength to run!
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Suicide
 
&lt;/&gt;100 red blood drops
The pain, it never stops
The deeper that I cut my wrist
The harder that I tense my fist
It hurts so bad, yet I don't stop
Just a few more times, whats another drop
Blood is all around me
As policemen surround me
'She's still breathing', said a guy
'I don't get it. Why didn't I die'
'Because, you're a lucky girl'
That's when my head went in a whirl
People call me suicidal
For me it's just a life trial
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The Alphabet
 
Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd, Ee, Ff, Gg,
Hh, Ii, Jj, Kk, Ll, Mm, Nn, Oo,
Pp, Qq, Rr, Ss, Tt, Uu, Vv, Ww
Xx, Yy, and Zz
 
WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN? ! ?
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The Day
 
&lt;/&gt;Today so alone,
Like the sun isn't as bright
there are less starz in the sky
So So alone I feel
I don't know how to deal
but I don't want you to tell me how to feel
But then your not there to say anything at all
 
 
Not by Jade. By Alix Her friend.
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The Glass
 
I sat myself down
Where there was no sound
But the thoughts I have
Looking at a glass that's half
Is it half full or half empty
Add more or drink? Don't tempt me
It doesn't matter how much remains
All that counts is what it contains
A flavorful drink you can't spit out
Or a bittersweet beverage in which you doubt
It it worth putting to an end
Sip and see my good old friend
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The Messed Up World We Live In
 
I tilt my head left then right
Hoping it may change my sight
Nope the world still looks pretty messed up
It's like someone pooped in your favorite cup
And said 'Here's some hot chocolate. Enjoy! '
That's awesome what else is there to say but 'Oh, boy! '
Did you catch the sarcasm in that little phrase
I wish it would go back to the good old days
When we were kids now a worry in the world
Well, that's too bad. Now our milk is curled
It tastes like what we don't want to be tasting
Lets change it today, come on times a wasting
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The Paper Bag
 
I hide myself so others cannot see
The pain inside, the pain in me
I made this thing up, not meaning to brag
I call it 'The Paper Bag'
You may think I'm kind of strange
Or maybe a little deranged
But if people care enough to bother you
Then it means that they're thinking of you too
So why call it The Paper Bag you ask?
Because here is a secret task
Take off your mask, reveal the real you
There is nothing else that you can do
Don't be one of 'Them'
Be the one and only 'You'
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The Race Of Life
 
Have you ever had that feeling,
Deep inside your heart?
Just waiting for that moment,
Your life will finally start?
So close to your victory,
That you fall before the line.
Watching your trophy go away and think,
'That should have been mine! '
You work so hard,
Just to loose it all.
But thinking about it
made you fall.
Going the whole way,
Just enjoying the veiw.
Running, like it was
The only thing you knew.
The winner being someone,
Who cheated the whole way.
And in the end knowing,
All will be okay.
You did your best
and tried your hardest.
With determanation, you went the farthest.
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The Struggles Of Life
 
I once found myself sitting alongside the shore, questioning my existence.
How can I succeed in life? What will become of me? How can I get assistance?
Some can spend an entire lifetime trying to figure this out, but why?
The time that it takes to try to figure it out is just time going by.
I only spent an hour or two and came to one conclusion:
Time and space to me is only a mere illusion.
Possibilities are endless, one must only take hold of this, so called, time
Shake it to it's senses, look at it in the eye, and state that you'll be fine.
Life is yours, so live it while you have the ability,
For nowadays so many are filled with such hostility.
Roaming the world with a troubled mind?
Hoping every question's answer you'll find?
Look no further, for it lives within,
And if you can't find it, look again.
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The Truth
 
The sky isn't really blue.
Your future depends on you.
Love is only as hard as you make it.
Faith only goes as far as you take it.
There is nothing you can fully know.
Before is shines, you have to let it glow.
Hope only exists if you can believe.
If you give, you will recieve.
Taking as many steps as you can take,
Not knowing the risks or what could be at stake.
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The Wind
 
As a butterfly glides upon the wind
My heart flies into your arms
And no matter the ache that it has suffered
It knows where it belongs
Through the rain and with the weather
It changes to please its fair companion
Having yet to stop to understand a love, so fine
It continues with only the sweetest rememberance
Of your love, sweet love
If only it could have seen the storm ahead
The pain that it was to bring unto it
Broken and shattered, can it still feel
Has it got enough in it to follow through
To you, to the love that two hearts may share
I hope that if it does not, at least see the pain
The pain unsaught by the weather channel
The wind that carried many hopless hearts
away from the love of another
If only it can find his through this
god-aweful, stormy, wind of love and broken hearts
In which it has carried with it
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They Don'T Know
 
They say that they know, but they have no clue.
I feel like I try my best, but they never even knew,
The guilt I feel, how reality no longer feels real.
The things that I can't take back, the things I used to steal.
All things I can't undo, because they're in my past.
The things I thought would always last,
To come to an absolute abrupt halt.
And to feel like it was all my fault.
To be expected to take what I've always known and throw it all away!
To have to learn to do everything a completely different way.
To automatically know how to do the things they expect.
Not knowing in all you do, will have an oppisite affect.
How will I know these things, if you never teach me?
And if I never reach out, how can you ever reach me?
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To Not Remember
 
To not remember what he said
To not remember that he's dead
To not remember the way he felt
A voice so deep it'll make you melt
His touch, his love for me is here
I settled down and let go of that tear
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Tresure
 
&lt;/&gt;The air we breath
The ground beneath our feet
The roads that have walked time and time again
To remember the voice of a close friend
Some of these things go on forever
They're what I like to call a treasure
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Trying
 
Trying for a better way,
Waiting for a better day.
Trying with all of my might,
To do good and make things right.
Trying to step forward in life,
Living it without the strife.
Doing right with what I used to do wrong.
Liveing everyday like it's a brand new song.
Trying not to fade back into what I've been,
Waiting for that chance, even though I don't know when.
Trying to to good, with every move I make,
And making a difference with every step I take.
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Unfortunate Richness
 
Just when I feel like I have it all figured out
Somebody comes in speaking with words of doubt
And when I fee like I can do it all on my own
People just won't seem to leave me alone
I fear only for my future because of you
Not allowing me to even test what I can do
How else do you ever expect me to succeed
If you alone tell me and give me all I need
How am I to know for myself if you're right
If I can't test these wings, built for my flight
The closer I get to my journey's end
I feel as if my heart cannot mend
Being on my own for the first time in forever
Not having you here to put me back together
Did you think you could keep me in those bars
When all I ever wanted was to chase the stars
I may will get burnt but how else will I learn
For pain is deeper than a flesh wound burn
Or are you just in fear that I won't return
You taught me what I need but it's my turn
I know that you think that I never listen
But going on my own will help your words sink in
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Used
 
I feel so used
And obviously confused
My trust has been severely abused
And the anger has been, some-what, reduced
I tried to make things right
All we've done lately is fight
I don't want to argue
I'm looking for a virtue
Something that will always make me feel better
A picture, a friend, one word, even a letter
But all I get is a 'used' tag to wear around my neck
I mean look at me, I am such an effing wreck
But you just stand there without a word about it
Thinking that you cared, but really all I do is doubt it
So, just let me cry myself to sleep at nigh
Thinking that maybe, just maybe, you could be right
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Wait
 
Wait, and I will be there
Standing by your side
The sea that stands between us
Will have to move aside
We will be together
No matter what it takes
No matter what the weather
I miss you my dear friend
            To the people that lost someone they loved in battle or war.
            Thank you for those who supported and those who fought!
            Thank you for our freedom!
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Who I Am
 
You don't understand and you don't care
I screamed your name but you're not there
I put my faith in you and you threw it away
You treaded me like shit and thought it was okay
But I am sick and tired of your crap
I am just about ready to snap
Slam you against a brick wall
Even though I'm not that tall
But that doesn't mean I'm scared of you
There is not much I would have to do
I've beat up people twice your size
I just looked them dead in the eyes
And told them to stick it where the sun shines
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Why
 
A tear reaches dangerously close to the eye
I keep promising myself that I won't cry
Knowing that there is more than what I see
Expecting so much more than what I want to be
But then it hits me as tears come streaming down
I collapse sobbing, as my knees hit the ground
NO other words to say but a simple 'why'
Why did you leave me without even a good-bye?
Why did you pull the last string on my broken heart
And why did you just watch it as it fell apart?
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Winner
 
Going for my trophy, knowing I can make it.
Trying to be careful, so that I don't break it.
Looking at it with stars gleaming in my eyes.
Finally paying off, for all of the other tries.
Seeing myself in a brand-new way.
Making it a much brighter day.
But, what do I do now that I've gotten my prize?
Just sit and watch as my compeditor cries?
No! I will stand up and say to all who have lost,
'Honestly, this trophies worth nothing in cost,
It's just the feeling you get when you recieve it.
You're only a loser if you believe it.'
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You Don'T Understand
 
You say that you 'understand' when I know you don't,
Because to fully understand someone you have to hear their story,
from their prospective,
See what they have seen,
feel what they have felt,
hear the torture that they have heard,
live their life in their shoes,
think the thoughts that they have once thought,
dream their dreams,
fight their fights,
and live with the scars, emotionally and mentally.
Therefor you do not understand if you don't even know.
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